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DEAR SIR-I hand you herewith a bulletin upon the
grasses, clovers and forage crops adaptable to the State of
Louisiana, together with slight men tion of other economic
crops that may be grown, which I ask to be published as Bulletin No. 53.
Respectfully submitted,
WM. C. STUBBS,
Director
1NTRODUCTION.
An enormous quantity of hay is annuallty imported into
Louisiana 'to feed the stock of planters and farmers. With
the prevailing low prices for cotton, sugar and rice this importation can scarcely be afforded from an economical standP?int. It can hardly be justified at all from an agr icultu ral
1
: ew when it is remembered that nearly one-half of this State
~s of alluvial origin, low-l ying and extremely fertile-receivtng an abundant rainfall, generally well distributed throughout the vear, with mild winter and prolonged summers~lmost perfect cond\tions for the growing of grasses and other
orage crops.
The remainder of th e State, while cla sed as upland , is
;eany of water origin, varying in elevation from a few to 300
feet, of moderate fertilityA and subject to a good annual rain. a·ll, and possesses characteristics which permit of the growin~ of hay and forage crops with great success. B.:!rmudA
(C~nodon dactylon), Crab Grass (Panicum sauguinale ) , some
~arieties of Paspalum (chiefly P.di!atatttm and P.platyca1tle),
espcdeza and false fox tail (Setar/a glauca) grow with gr::.&.
1
uxuriance over the entire State, affo rding most cxc-e'llent
~ra?.iog, and, if desired, large crops of hay of ~ood quality.
0
s these add our cow-pea, which is larg-i.::ly grown in eve.II
bectton of the State either as a oil r~storer or a food crop~ or
oth, and really.Jhere is "" n.t cessity of importing another
1

'hay crop to feed the stock of Louisiana. But our soil and
.climate permit of th e successful growing of a large number
of foreig-n forage crops, grasses and clovers, provided they
are rightly pl anted upon well prepared soils and intelligentl y
cultivated and utilized.
A large number of these have bee n under trials at all
three of the State Ex periment Station , especiall y at th e Botanical Gardens of Baton Rouge, and th e following pages are
given as the results of these experiment s. While a very la.rge
number of plants have proven adaptable to every sec tion of
the State, a goodly number have superior merits, while a few
are pa1· excellence the crops from which our hays should be
made and our stock supplied with pasture. These are described in detail for the g uidan ce o.f those contemplat ing
trials. It should be remembered that all grasses and clovers
c9ming from a temperate clime should be sown in this State
in the fall to insure best results. Experimen ts have shown
that spring planting even with our best plants are subject to
conditions which render results very precarious. In planting
any crop of value it must be remembered that only upon well
prepared and properly fertilized soils, well planted ~ nd cultivated, can large harvests be obtained. Forage and grass crops
are no exeption to this rule. Therefore it must not be expected that poor soils, even when well prepared, or fertile
soils badly cultivated will produce large crops of the plants
described.
Poor lands, unaided, will not grow grasses successfully .
They may by the proper application of mineral manures be
induced to grow fair crops of leguminous plants, which by
incorporati on will greatly improve th em and by such continuous growing, may ultimately prepare them for grass production. Bij.t it is a waste of time and labor to attempt to grow
any cultivated variety of grass upon th em before some such
preparation ..
This bulletin is divided into four parts :
Part I. Treating of the grasses.
Part II. Leguminous Forage Crops.
Part III. Hay and Forage Crops Other Than Grasses
and L egumes.
Part IV. Economical Plants Other' Than Hay , and For-
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GRASSES.
BROWN 'l!ENT,

or

DOG'S BENT GRASS

( Agrostis canina).

This is not a native of th e United States, but has been
cultivated to some extent in wet places, where it is supposed
to do best. The stand was always poor and growth rather
~low, the native grasses crowding it out early in the spring
Where it had not already been destroyed by our common little
purple flowered dead nettle ( Lamimn amplexicaule), one of the
,, Worst winter pests we have. When a stand of this grass is
-Qbtained it is said to make a good lawn. Not tq be recomtnended.
FIORIN

(Agrostis stolonifera),

or sometimes called Broad Leaved Creeping Bent Grass, has
teceived a great deal of attention in England and Ireland,
and much has been said in its praise.
It is adapted to wet
1Soil and districts that are sometimes overflowed, but upon
Which water does not stagnate. Good both for pasture and
for lawn. A poor stand was obtained, but the growth was
fairly good. May be tried on small scale for lawn .
RED TOP.. -HERD 1S GRASS

(Agrostis vulgaris).

This grass has been sown at all three of the stations. It
R'tows fairly well at Audubon Park, New Orleans, but it!'I
Value on these soils is overshadowed by so many other grasse!!.
~~d forage crops describad elsewhere, that it is not deemed
tse to plant it.
1
r At Calhoun upon the white crayfis~y clays which underte all of the hills and form the water sheds of all the springs
of ~hat country, giving extensive outcrops in the numerou!'I
&rtng and creek branches, it is admirably adapted. These
;.a..;oays,
•• termed the "'Arcadia clays" in the geological report of
f Utstana, are found in all of the swamp and creek bottoms
~ the hills of North Louisiana. These bottoms, if sown ia
, eptember or October with this grass at the rate of nine to tM

6
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pounds per acre, will give a winter and summer pas~ure of
great value lasting several years and furnishing, if desired, ai
goodly quantity of hay in early spring. It is highly recommended for such lands. The seed may be obtained at any
large seed store in the country. It is an excellent grass and
affords a hay of decided merit. These bottoms are bettelf
adapted to this grass than to any other crop known.

(Aira caespitosa),
sometimes called Hassack's Grass, is a native of stiff wet bottoms, not relished by stock; used principally for making mats,
etc. In the high land it did not succeed. It was not tested
in the wet stiff land.
COMMON HAIR GRASS (Aira Jle.xuosa).
Native of high dry places, eaten readily only by sheep.
A poor stand and a poor growth obtained.
SLEND:ER FOXTAIL (A lopecurus agrestis).
TUFTED HAIR GRASS

This is a foreign grass, but so far has not been considered
of much value. A good stand was obtained, but during the
summer it was crowded out by the native grasses. Unworthy
of trial.
BEACH GRASS, MA'l' GR.ASS (Ammop!tila are11aria)
Of no agricultural value. It grows in sandy places and
prevents washing and drifting of sand, especially along coasts.
It is also a valuable grass for railroad banks where the soil is
of other grasses.
sandy and not well adapted to the growth
1
lands.
bluff
the
in
rt does not thrive
'
PERENNIAL SWEET VERNAL GRASS (Antho.xa11tltum odoratum).
This grass possesses no particular agricultural value, ex·
cept that it comes very early in the spring. It is often mixed
with other grasses to give them a sweet smell when cured.
The seeds are of particular interest to the botanist. The
stand was very poor and all was choked out by the natural
grasses. Not recommended.
ANNUAL SWEET VERNAL GRASS (Antho.xauthu m puelli),
differs from the above in being smaller and being an annual.

/
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'T ,ALL MEADOW O;\'.T GRASS

(Avena elatior)

'Promises fai r results upon good lands all over the State. It
should be sow n in September or October at rate of 50 pounds
,per acre. It is a perennial a nd affords, winter and summer, a
good pasture. It can be cut for hay several times a year upon
t~e best lands. Both the grass and the hay made from it are
·1llghly relish ed by stock.

(Avena jlavescens )
·&"ave poor stand and poor growth. It i's cla imed that it i11
good to mix with other grasses for pasture.
YELLOW OA'r GH.ASS

OW NL ESS BROME GRASS

(B romus iuermis) .

This grass is •thought to have considerable merit in dry
land, either for hay , pasture or green feeding. It only gave
a fair stand and not a very good growth at Baton R ouge. It
' Was a fair success at Audubon Park, but so many other grasses
and clovers of su perior merit can be grown here that it seems
u eless to plant this grass.
SOFT CHESS,

or SOF'l'

BROME GRASS

(Bromns moll£s )

.is suited fo r sandy land, but is not of great agricultural value,
so far as known. A good stand was secured, and a fair growth
Was maintain d until late in the summer. It grows well upon
lllost soils of th e State, but when other grasses and clovers of
~~Perior merit can be grown it is unprofitable to expe riment
Ith this crop.
MEADOW BROME GRASS

(Bromus prateusis ) .

In England this is a m~adow weed, and is only recomll.J.ended for dry pastures where nothing else will thrive. A
of
Poor stand with a fair ·~rowth was obtained. Unworthv
·~
ext
ensive use.
.

JrnSCUE GRASS

(Biomus

cltraderi)

~sat ho:r:ne all over th e State. It is an annual appearing early
e~e:h~ fall, anq 13eeqing it:t Ap.til or M.a y, disappears. If, how·tu ' 1t be permitte9- . to go to seed in the spring and the eed
corn d Under and land ;.sown in cow-peas, upon harvesting the
"'·peas in the fall, a thk'k stand of this grass will be secured
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at once. The seed have the power of remaining dormant in
the soil during our summers and germin ating upon the first
a.ppearanc e of cold in the winter. Seeds scattered by the
wind have covered the headJands at all three stations. It af·
fords a heavy pasture througho ut the winter and a crop of
hay may be cut from it early in the spring, oefore it begins
to h ead. After cutting this crop the aftermath , if permitted,
will go to seed, which if turned tinder as directed above will
secure another crop for th e ensuing year. The grass is of
fair quality and the hay made from it relished by s tock. It is
especially worthy of trial upon the light sandy and loamy
lands of North Louisiana . The seeds resemble the oa t in appearance and size, and to secure a stand must be covered much
deeper than the ordinary grasse and clovers. It should be
sown in Septembe r or October at rate of 30 pounds per acre.
CRES'l'ED DOG'S TAIL CHASS (

Cynos11rus er/status) .

This grass is being introduce d to some extent into this
country. It does not make very good hay, but is readily eaten
while young and tender and may develop as. a good 1,)erma·
neu t pasture gra s. The stems when mature are very tough
and are used in manufact uring straw goods. It wa not a
success here last year. A poor stand was obtain ed which did
not n.iake a very good growth . Previous experimen ts at Ba·
t on R ouge and Audubon Park have shown that this g rass
seeds well and produces good growth, but on the whole not
w.orthy of ext ensive cultivatio n.
ORCHARD GRASS

/

(.Dactylt's g lomerata) .

This grass is highly esteemed in England a nd in north e rn
a.nd middle United States. It is good for hay or pasture. It
seems better able to keep down native grasses th an most any
other variety that has been tried thus far. It mixes well with
clover. Its growth is checked during the hot summ er , but it
begins a vigorous growth in the fall and remains green all
winter. It is worthy of trial on a small scale by our farmers .
(Fest11ca d1triusctt1a),
said to be of some value as a pasture grass. Results here not
:flattering . Stand and growth poor.
•

HARD FESCUE

9

(Festuca elatior),
a nutritious grass, preferring moist soil, some shade and probably will become a useful grass for woods pasture. A very
good stand was secured, with fairly good growth. This was
in well drained soil.
'£ALL FESCUE

(Festnca lieterop!iylla),
a native of Germany, recommended for high ground. The
winter and early spring growth was very good; in the sumtner it succumbed to the_encroachment of the native grasses.
VARJOUS LEAVED FESCUE

(Festuca pratensis):
Upon the alluvial lands of South Louisiana this grass
doeg well. It is frequently used as a sward grass in the yards
of the homes of New Orleans. It is specially adapted to damp
soils (not wet) and thrives best in the shade. During the exposition in New Orleans, it was sown on the grounds of Au?ubon Park. In the shad·e of the oaks the grass is still growing with luxuriance, being very attractive during- the winter.
Elsewhere ' in the park it has been crowded out by Bermuda
and Paspalums. As a winter yard grass, it has in the South
no superior, giving a deep green sward during the coldest
weather, hetl.ce sometimes called "Evergreen" grass.

1'IEA:oow FESCUE.-ENGLISH BLUE GRASS

SUtND'ER FESCUE (Festuca tenuifolia),
adapted to dry soils, ~wre for a lawn grass than for agricultural purposes. A poor stand was secured, followed by a poor
growth.

(Lolium Italicum ).
Upon· damp (not wet) fertile soils, this grass gives a most
excellent crop of hay e.arl y in March or April. It affords ex-celleqt grazing throughout the winter.' Its main objection is
that with us it is an annual, seeding and dying- down in April
or May. It may be cut in March before seed heads are formed,
giving a large quantity of very valuable hay. The, second
c:op, usu ally smaller than the :first, goes quickly to seed. Unhke Rescue it will not reseed the land the ensuing year from
the fallen seed of the matured crop. Very few of the eed
left on the soil are preserv d through the summer. Sow at.
.rate of 40 to 50 pounds per acre.
ITALIAN RYE G RASS
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ENGLISH RYE GR.A.SS

(Lolium perenne),

is perhaps more extensively cultivated in En.gland t~an any
other grass and seems to be adapted to this climate and soil.
A good stand was produced, which made a very satisfactory
growth, but is not a perennial with us, few stalks surviving
our summers. On a large scale not to be recommended.
RED CANAlff GRASS

(Pltalaris anmdz'?tacece)

inhabits wet soils, and 'upon our aUuvial soils was a perfect
, success. But to the farmer there are much better varieties
equally as well adapted to these soils.
HUNGARIAN GRASS

(Panfrum Ge?-manz'cum).
'

Highly esteemed in some parts of the country as an annual soiling grass. ' Unsuccessfull y sown here on account of
encroachment s of native 'grasses which s.p ring up simultaneously.
TIMOTHY

(Plllettm P_ratense)

so extensively raised in the Middle and Northern States, seems.
to be a failure in Louisiana upon hill and bluff lands. Upon
alluvial lands sown in the fall one excellent crop can be obtained. After that the hot summers seem to destroy it.

(Poa aquatica),
recommended by seedsmen for wet places. Rather a poor stand
was secured, but a fair growth followed during the winter
and spring, which was choked out in the summer by native
grasses.
WATER MEADOW GRASS

CANADA BLUli: GRASS

(Poa compressa),

about the same results as Poa aquatica.
WOOD MEADOW GRASS

(Poa nemorali's),

has been uniformly a failure.
KENTUCKY BLUE GRASS

d~d

(Poa pratensz's),

fairly well, but can not be considered as a success.
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SORGHUMS.

-

Both saccharine and non-saccharin e are grown to great
'perfection all over the State, affording two to four cuttings
from one planting. In the Southern portion of the State,
Where the English sparrow abounds, it is impossible to grow
these plants for the seed. Entire field~ have been robbed of
the seed at maturity, so great are their numbers and depredations.
0£ the
SACCHARINE VARIETIES,

the following are , given in the order of their maturity:
Early Amber, ripening in 90 days.
Early Orange, ripening in 100 days.
Colman, ripening in 120 days.
Links' Hybrid, ripening in 130 days.
White India, ripening in 130 days.
There are almost innumerable varieties, but the above
~ill afford a desirabfe succession. The stubble crop matures
in a much shorter time than the first or plant crop. As soon
as the first crop is ,harvested, disc cultivators should be run
0
Yer the stubbles, loosening the soil and killing weeds and
grass.
NON-SACCHARI NE VARIETIES.

1

0£ these the White and Red Kaffir corns, White and
'Yellow Milo Maizes, Jerusalem Corn, African Millet and
Egyptian Wheat are found on our markets. They have all
bee.n repeatedly tried and the following suggestions are proffered:
The I(ajfir corns are low stocky plants, perfectly erect,
Producing numerous branches from the top joints, each giving
~head well filled with seed. Average height, 5}6 . to 6 feet.
t Possesses pre-emin ently the property common to all sorghums of resisting drouth. The entire stalk with blades can
:e ~asily cured into hay and is available in all stages of growth
or green feed. It may be cut several times in a year. It is
cl ·
aimed to be good for ensilage. If all of the top branches
b~ Permitted to m~ture seed, an enor mous quantity of grain
-Will be produced. The seed of this plant can be made into
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flour which is more analogous to wheat flour than any other
variety of sorghum, and is used for making batter cakes,
muffins, etc. If planted early in March in rows three feet ·
a.part at rate of four to ten pounds ,per acre (60 lbs to bushel),
it will be ready for use in May or June and will afford ten to
:fifteen tons dry fodder per acre and a £'OOdly quantity of grain
which is highly esteemed as food for all domestic animals,
particularly chickens.
The Yellow Mi'lo Maize, or Rural Branching Sorghum, is
a tall growing (8 to 12 feet high ) variety, stooling fully at the
ground and branching at the joints. It bears enormous heads,
which upon good ground are well filled and heavy. The heads
bend over at maturity, hanging on a short goose neck stem.
It is extremely valuable for forage, either green or cured, and
its seeds are eaten and enjoyed by all domestic animals. It
matures earlier than the White Milo. On account of stooling,·
and branching habits, should be sown in wider rows ( 4 to 5
feet).
Wliite Milo Maize grows a single stalk 8 to 10 feet high
and yielding- immense heads of grain. It can be easily cured
into fodder. It can be planted in 3- 4 foot rows and will afford several cuttings per year. Like all sorghums it has power to resist drouth. Four to eight pounds of seed should be
used to plant an acre.
Jerusalem Com and Egyptian Wlteat are low-growing, inferior kinds of non-saccharine sorghums, the former with
closely appressed heads upon a goose neck stem, the latter
with seeds in an open paniclc. Both are inferior to the above
and should not be m;ed with expectation of best results.
Teosinte, Reana ltexuria11.s, of South American origin, has
decided merit as a forage crop. It stools enormously and upon.
rich lands makes a very large quantity of forage. Otte seed
on a hill 2x3 feet will stool enough to fill entire space. Like
corn it has the staminate flowers in the tassel and numerous
pistillate flowers coming out of the axil of each leaf. Th_ese
flowers develop at maturity into little shucks containing
about five to seven grains of triangular shape, closely appressed, diminishing- in size from base to tip. At the Sugar
Experiment Station at Audubon Park, this plant has fre-
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<}uentJy matur ed its seed. In its native habita t it is a perenns
statio
nial, but a cultiv ation for severa l years at all of our
n
shows no sign of stubb ling or ratoon ing. It stalks contai
food
by actual analys es 6 to 8 per cent. sucros e. As a green
and
hay
into
slowly
cures
It
stock.
by
it is highly relish ed
ums.
sorgh
the
like
s
µoes not withs tand drouth
Pearl Millet (P enicillaria sj1'cata is famili arly known
as Cat Tail Millet , Horse and Egyp tian Millet . It stools
e
largel y from the groutt d and makes a great mass of foliag
fresh
hing
furnis
,
season
Which may be cut severa l times in a
growt h till frost. His useful mainl y for soilin g.
1) ,

LEGUMINOUS FORAGE CROPS.
INTRO DUCTO JtY.

We have unmis takab le eviden ce that some-of the mem"" ·
bers of the pulse family of pl~nts have furnis hed food mate·
ea·rly
very
from
ls
anima
tic
domes
rial for civiliz ed man and
ed'
select
were
plants
these
zat~on
times. In the dawn of civili
t
for food by the first repres entati ves of our race who sough
about
lly
natura
grew
to cultiv ate the be t of the plants that1
gh
them. How well they chose poster ity ha testifi ed. Throu
..:
;wtr
time,
early
all the chang es that have transp ired since that
tions,
indica
the
have clung to some of these old favori tes and
know ·
are that they will contin ue to grow in popul arity as we
their ·
stand
under
them better , and espec iilly as we better
that .
s
specie
value to the soil. T..here are, no doubt , other
-exten
e
have not receiv ed due consid eratio n, that may becom
sively cultiv ated.
,...
The L cgmni nosce is one of the la'rges t famili es of plants
.
in
havin g about 7000 specie s in all. Some of these are found
trees,
almos t every climat e of th~ globe. Some are useful
two ·
the
en
betwe
size
all
while
herbs,
t
~Orne are insign ifican
Some Qf the ·
~:xtremes are abund ant in almos t every countr y.
are ·
most useful plants and some of the mo t noxiou s weeds
-
di~rr
greate
a
h
furnis
ated
cultiv
c~assed here. The specie
.
family
other
any
of
those
sity of econo mic produ cts than
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Louisiana is chiefly interes ted in those plants that will
furnish food for domestic animals, and form a part of a rotation system of crops. The legumes wi11 do this as we11, if
not better, than any other class of plants, and at the same
time enrich the soil during their growth, increasing the nitrogen content by virtue of the nitrogen-gatherin g bacteria that
develop in the root tubercles of these plants. Some member ·
of this family h ave alteady become important factors in the
agriculture of th e State. Manv of the best farmers and
planters use a leguminous renovating crop with unfailing regttlarity.
Some farmers are raising hay for the market, and many
devote large areas to grazing purposes. More land should be
devoted to these crops. When cotton old for a high price,
farmers could afford to buy north ern hay, but th e conditions
of the times h ave changed and we must rely upon our own
resources for more of our n eeds. The stream of money going
North for hay must stop if we mean to prosper . W e are being forced more and more to raise our own feed for mules,
horses and stock. T o what plants, then, shall we direct our
I
attention ?
With th e exception of corn and oa ts it is probabl y not
expedient to raise a grass crop. Not that we have no grass
that wiil .t hrive, nor because the land will not yield as large
returns as Northern land, but because we can raise something
better.
The leguminous family offers us several plants that will
Jteld as much or more money value in hay and at th e same
time enrich ou r soils by increasing its suppl y of nitrogen.
We shall have occasion to treat this mor fully furth er on.
An ideal hay plant would be one that grows ea ily, can
be matured at seasons that afford good curing weather, gives
a large yield of easily dig stible food material, not ~if.fi cult
to cure or handle, is relished by tock and gives a good manurial fertilizer that may be returned to the soil.
,

I

ALFALFA OR LUCEltN

(Alfcdicaa·o sa#va) .

This plant has been gaining a foothold in the alluvial
lands of Loui iana during the last few years. It has long

•

..
PLATE I.
Alfalfa ( ~fediOR(JO .! al.fro ), oue-fourtb uaturnl size. 'l'he plant on the
r 1gbt is ill bloom reatry for the hay barve t. '.l'b e plant on tbe left showt
the co iled seed pod s ready for the eed ~arve t. This bows ouly the to]i
])ortton of tbe stems.
.

been cultivated in California 1and other extreme Wester
States, where it yields from three to five cuttings every year.
It is net a new plant to agriculture, as we know that 1 th~
Greeks and Romans cultivated it four or five hundred year!l
before the Christian era. It was taken intq Mexico by the
Spanish about the time of the conquest of Mexico: From
there it found its way into western South America, then back
to California, and from there it has spread to a number of
States where it makes a favorable growth.
Unfortunately it 'will not grow well in all soils, ·b ut where
proper conditions are realized, possibly more can be said for.
it and less against it, than any other hay plant, as a permatnent source of foqd for stock.
When once a stand is obtained, it will last for many yean
Without re-seeding. After sowing it requires no cultivation,
tnaking a rapid growth and giving several heavy cuttings the
spring and summer following the fall planting. The stems
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not large, and fully half th e plant in dry weight is leaves,
that nearly all the plant is eaten by stock. It ranks very
hig h in food value, and when mixed with some grain ration,
ca n not be surpasse d fo r a' hay food.
In the alluvial lands, from te.n fo twelve tons, or even
more in favorabl e seasons, may be h a r ves ted from a s ingle
acre each year. The t erns being rath r small , it cures read ..
ily, and is easily handled. Of .course one run s th e risk of
losing a cutting sometim es on account of rain, as som~ of the
numerou s ha rvests a re more than likely to come during a rainy
sea on, but wh ere the plant does well one can even lose a cou, ple of cuttin gs a year a nd then make more· hay per acre than
they can from ma ny other crops. If everythi ng is managed
properly, h owever, losses can ·be redu ced to a minimum that
will hardl y be of seri ous conside ration. A rra ngement s may
be made fo r feeding g reen hay during· the rainy season , and
thus preve nt a ny serious losses.
Our N orthern friends h ar vest a ton of Timothy t o the
acre once a year a nd send i t many miles by freight and sell it
to us at a profi t. We can h a rves t ten t imes as mu ch hay fr om
an acre of alfalfa th at is just as g ood or better than timothy ,
a nd the adverse conditio ns to contend with in saving , are not
much worse here th an they are there. A lfalfa hay, and th at
of other legumin ous plants does not shed wate r like grass
when thrown in small shqcks in th e fi eld, and is more 1iable
than grass to damag e from showers. It would proba bly pay to
leave strips throug h th e alfalfa field th at could be sown in'
some kind of g rass and cut along with th e a lfalfa ; then in
cas of threa t nin g weather the hay could be hurriedly thrown
into hocks and capped with g rass o a to sta nd considerable
rain with little da mage.
The alfalfa is a plant that sei;ids its root very deep into
the soil and bri ngs a portion of its food from a depth not
. reached by oth er plants. Howev~r, it has a surface ro,ot yst em causing it to respond readily to the appli cati on of fer tilizers. A lfalfa requires a rich soil, w ith a consider a ble amount
.of ll umu . Some have reported that it will g row well in
, sandy soil, but it requires a rich soil, wh ere the roots w ill not
s trike water at a depth of a few feet below the surface . It
'SO
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will probably do well in all the bottom lands of Louisiana
especially along the Red and Mississippi rivers, and may do
fairly well on some of the upland. However, th e experiment s
on upland have not been entirely satisfactory.
In the bottom land, or land that contains a large amount
of humus, decaying vegetable matter, the only thing necessary i"n most cases will be to prepare the land by thorough
pulverizing, and sow the seeds in the fall, and cover shallow
with a harrow. In uplands some nursing may be necessary
to get the plants started, The following treatment is recomtnended : Obtain a bushel or so of dirt and roots where the
alfalfa is already growing successfully, put the dirt in a barrel, finish filling the barrel with water, mash up the roots
and thoroughly mix dirt and roots in the water, then pour the
Whole on a pile of manure and sprinkle the manure on the
land just before sowing the seed. The dirt and roots from
the alfalfa field contain tP.e nitrifying organisms that form
the root nodules, which seem to be necessary to the full development of the plant. The manure seems to furnish these
organisms with necessary food material till they become symbiotic on the roots of th e alfalfa.
The condition of the subsoil is an important factor to the
successful growing of alfalfa. Being a very deep rooted plant,
it requires a p netrabl e soil, and will not thrive best when a
stiff clay underlies the surface soil, or when the drainage is
such that the roots will be immersed in water at a moderate
depth. When alfalfa on ce becomes established it is almost
independent of droutb , as it brings water and food from so
great a distance bel ow the surface.
The bottom lands that are form ed qy ri\·er deposits are
Peculiarly adapted for the growth of alfalfa, and th e amount
of hay produced on this kind of land is almost incredible to
0 ne who is not acquainted with the plant.
It must b remembered that it has no place in the short
crop rotation sys tem, and is to be planted where it is expectec1
to remain for years without re-seeding. As it is a nitrogen
gatherer it enriches the soil inst ead of impoverishing it.
It is ,sown either in drills or broadcast. It may even be
transplanted with success. It is a perennial and its life is

I
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variously estimated at from two to fifty years. If sown in
drills, cultivated ·and fertilized, it will last much longer than
when sown broadcast , though the yields will be much smaller
and the hay coarser.
In Louisiana upon the alluvial )ands of the Mississip pi
and Red rivers it is a great success, affording six to eight cuttings per year, with yields at each cutting of 1 3-~ to 2;/z
tons of cured hay . .The Sugar Experime nt Station has grown
it with unparalle led success for nearly eight years, and by
thes~ successfu l experimen ts many farmers and planters have
been induced to cultivate it on a large scale. It is estimated
that over 5000 acres in this State were seeded with this plant
last fall and the market of New Orleans 1s now supplied in
limited quantities with alfalfa hay grown upon Louisiana
soils. It fetches easily $15 to $16 per ton.
It has only partially succeeded upon the bluff lands of
the State, but this partial success has demonstr ated that by
inoculatio n and persistent effort a good crop can ultimatel y be
secured. At Calhoun .upon the yellow sandy clays, by the
heavy applicatio n of stable manure aided by inoculatio n a
permanen t catch has been obtained and the area devoted to ·
the plant is being annually increased . There are now growing on this station three distinct crops, one nearly three years
old (having passed successfu lly through the unprecede nted
drouth of 1896), wh~ch has yielded seven cuttings; another
nearly two years old which has given five cuttings, and the
third one planted during the winter, from which one crop has
already been taken. It is believed by the heavy applicatio n
of stable or otlier organic manures and persisten t efforts to
inoculate the soil with the needed bacteria, any soil in the
State may be induced to grow it. The yields in this State
vary largely, according to character of soils upon which
grown-fr om three to fifteen tons per acre ~nnually of cured
hay. Limited experime nt indicate its better· adaptabil ity to
the stiff clay lands of the alluvial bottoms- a fortunate co- .
incidence , ince this character of soils is deemed unprofita ble
in sugar cane or cotton culture.
Alfalfa hay is one of the nchest foods for stock, substituting, in the farm dietary, wheat bran, cotton seed meal,
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etc. It is exceedingly rich in proteids, and to be properly
used should be mixed with coarser hays, as oat straw, prairie
hay, corn shucks, etc. It is suitable alone for young growing
animals and horses at heavy work. For milch cows, fatten1
ing animals and h.orses at very moderate work mixtures of alfalfa and sorghum or corn stover have been found exceedingly
Profitable. It is better adapted to oiling than to pasturing,
though hogs can most profitably graze it. Mr. W. L. Foster,
of Shreveport, has had extensive experience in growing hogs
Upon this plant, and estimates that each acre bas given him
3000 pounds of pork.
It can be easily cured into hay. The following- plan
adopted by the station has been uniformly successful: The
alfalfa is cut in the morning, turned over at noon by a tedder .
, and raked into mows or put into small shocks at night. It is
Permitted to remain thus for one or two days (determined by
Prevailing heat and sunshine), and then taken to an open
barn, where it is permitted to remain for a few days longer,
~hen it is baled ready for the market. In this wav it is cured
lnto a beautiful green hay with scarcely a loss of a leaf. Alfalfa, like all leguminous crops, must not be left too long in
the sun, else the leaves will scorch, turn white and drop off.
It must also be turned over either by hand or machine while
curing to prevent scorching of uppet side and to cure out the
Under side. Alfalfa should be cut for hay just as soon as the
'
Purple bloom appears.
Every farmer or planter in Louisiana should have one or
tnore acres in alfalfa. It should be sown in October, broadcast, upon deeply prepar ed and thoroughly pulverized land ·
at the rate of ten to twenty pounds per acre, and covered to
such a dep1th as to secure immediate germination. If the
ground be abundantly moist, little or no covering will. be
needed; if, on the other hand, th e· soil be very dry, a covering
of one to three inches will be required to insure moisture
~nough for germination. Upon the alluvial lands no manurlttg of any kind will be needed. The bluff and lighter lands
of the State may require h avy application of stable manure
and inoculation before success can be obtained. Alfalfa i a
Very deep rooted plant, and he~ce a deep preparation of soil
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is necessary . An alfalfa cro p may be regarded as a permanent
one and will last, when well estabJished, many years. It .r equires a rich soil to start with; after that it further enriches
in stead of impoverishing it.
Alfalfa seed are sometimes impregnated with the seed of
a most ob'noxious parasite, the dodder or lovevine (Cuscuta ),
which·germinates simultaneously with the alfalfa and afterwards lives upon it, soon des troying it. As these seed are
much smaller than the alfalfa seed, they may be separated by
a sieve, which will permit the former to pass through while
retaing th e latter. A common flour sifter, to be found in
every h ousehold, will accomplish this purpose. Every farmer
should sift hi s seed before sowing.
BUR CLOVER

(lv.tedz'cago maculata)

H as become naturalized in the southern part of the State,
appearing early in the fall and fruiting and dying in the
spring. it will make an excellent mixture with Bermuda,
dying in the spring just about th e time the latter appears,
and coming up in th e fall just as th e early frosts sear th e
Bermuda. It makes a poor hay, and when other green herbage is plentiful horses will not eat it. Cows take• to it more
kindly, while hogs devour it eagerly. If allowed to seed, it
will re-seed the ground annually, thus perpetuating itself.
In the northern part of th e State it will be ro und valuable as a winter pasture. Sow late in August or early in S ptember •at rate of fifteen pounds clean seed per acre. It grow
wild everywhere in South Louisiana.
RED CLOVER

(Tri.folt'wm pratensis)

Can be grown with great success all over Louisiana, provided
of course, the soil, if very thin, be properly fertilized beforehanC:. As a rule upon the alluvial and bluff lands of th e
State and the red lands of .North Louisiana it may be grown
with 2"reat luxuriance without any assistance, save a thorough
preparation of seed bed and owing good seed at the proper
time. The seed bed for this crop, as for all other clove rs,
should be thoroughly prepared and finely pulverized. The
s~ed should be sown at rate of 10 to 15 pounds per acre and
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covered, so as to insure germination . It, with all grasses
and clovers not indigenous to the South, should be sown in
this latitude in October. It will afford two good crops of hay,
one in May and -the other in July. If the one cut in July be
permitted to mature its seed, enough will be dropped during
the harvest to reseed the ground. The May crop win afford
one to three tons of hay per acre, while the July crop will
Probably not give more than half as much.
There are two distinct varieties of this clover, known as.
~edium Red, Large Red or Sappling Clover. They vary only
· in size of plant. This crop would be extremely valuable · did
We not possess another, which with the same expe,nse in preparation, planting and · cost of seed, will afford many crops of
a more palatable and nutritious hay, lasting se>eral years.
Reference is made to Alfalfa. Red clover should always be
sown alone and in th e fall of the year. It will afford grazing
during the winter.
CRIMSON CLOVER (

Trifolium incarnatum ) .

Thi s member of the leguminous family is rapidly gaining
the high es teem of agriculturis ts in the South. Thousands.
of bushels are sown annually in Virginia, the Carolinas, Georgia and Alabama. One thing that tends more than an else
to make it popular is that it is sown in the fall and grows all
Winter, making a good forage in winter and an early crop of
hay the following spring. The plant cures quickly when harvested and makes an excelle~t hay of moderate yield. It has
been planted on the station in September, and harvested in
May, in time to plant cotton that matured a good crop. It
Illig-ht have been cut sooner than May or turned under for fer,,
tilizer.
In ;not.h er plot the crimson clover was harvested and corn
Planted about the middle of May, and in July cow-peas were
Planted in the corn; both crops did well. As corn is generally
harvested in September and October, the land could be plowed
and sown in crimson clover and give a good winter crop for
Pasture and in the spring the green clover could be turned
Under and the land planted in corn or cotton, and the plan of
rotation not be interfered with at all, except that ,another crop

.,
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J~ OVER

( 111·\folimn i11oarnat1t111), one-third natural

~ iz e ,

bows only a portion of tb e stem. 'rbe stem on tbe left is nearly mature.
while the one on tbe right is in blossom.

is added. The plant is a good soil renovater, and does .well
in poor land. It is well adaI?ted to most of the hill lands of
Louisiana. Another great advantage that should be consid<!red is that it covers the surface and 'fills the SQ.il with roots
during the winter and prevents washing ·and leaching out of
the soluble fertilizing material gained during the summer.
Too much .stress can not be laid upon the importance of keeping something growing on the soil. all the time. The crimson'
clover supplies the want as a winter growth about as well as
anything that is to be had. It grows well on poor land, especially if fertilized with acid-phosphate and potash. It is
an annual and affords practically but one large cutting of hay.
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It may be cut twice if the first cutting be done before the plant
go:!s to bloom.
In Louisian a the seed should be sown in October upon.
well prepared soil at the rate of 15 to 20 pounds per acre and
covered accordin g to weather conditio ns and soil texture from
one-half to two inches deep. The seed are now worth about
five cents per pound or $2.50 to $3.00 per bushel of 60 pounds,
and may be had at any seed store. It will grow on light sandy
soils, too porous for other clovers. Upon light sandy soils of
this State it may be grown successf ully and followed at once
by a corn crop, in which at lay by a crop of cow-pea s may be
sown, thus insuring a most rapid recupera tion of the soil by
growing two legumin ous crops in one ye-ar-the one a winter,
the other a summer crop.
BEGGAR TICKS, BEGGAR LICE

(Desmod ittm tortuosm n).

At present we see frequent mention of a plant called beggar ticks, as being a forage and hay crop splendid ly adapted
to the Souther n States. It was first collected in Florida and
probably exists wild in many parts of the South. It i!l one
of th,e genus of which some species are of almost universa l
distribut ion, and known by. various names, such as beggar
ticks, beggar lice, and stick tights. This form has a leaf and
fruit quite similar to the common form found through the
Pine hills of Louisian a, but grows much larger and taller. It
seems to have suddenly become a favorite in Florida. One
farmer even predicts that in a few years most of the hay and
forag-e of Florida will be furnishe d by this plant; that it will
replace the cow-pea.
It is not likely. however , that it will ever become an important crop in Louisiaµ a. It has been grown for three years at
the Experim ent Station at Baton Rouge, with fairly good results. It has some good qualities , but is not without seriou
faults. It produces a very good growth, but not as heavy as.
lllost varieties of cow-pea s would on the same land. It does
not mature as quickly as ·cow-peas. Unless it is sown very
thickly, the stems become very large and -voody. It has the
advanta ge that a second harvest may be made from the spring;
Planting , and it is claimed by some that the second crop will

mature seed, but such has not been the case at Baton Rouge:
When sown in early spring: it will mature a crop for harvest
toward the latter part of June. If the seeds are not free from
the outer covering, they are very slow in germinatin g, and .
should be planted in tlle fall. Seeds may be obtained with
the outer covering already removed, but they cost somewhat
more than the ones with the covering still on.
Th e plant holds its own with our native grasses and
weeds, and will not be crowded out by them.
Another thing that may be said to its credit is that it
stands drouth well and sends its roots deep down into the soil
to draw moisture and food from a depth not reached by most
of our plants. Stock eat the plant with avid"ty, either green
or cured. Judg ing from th e appearance of th e roots, with
their numerous tubercles, and the high per cen t. of nitrogen
in the tubercle , a shown by ch emical analyses, it is a go6d
nitrogen g-atherer.
When all its good qualities are summed up, they will
probably not be weig-hty enough to replace the cow-pea, or be
as desirable as some of the other plants for summer growth.
Th ere is another pecie of beggar tick called
·
D esmodimn molle, that is advertised by seedsmeu. It is
quite a good deal like the foregoing and the same general remarks may be made as t o its merits,with rsome restrictions, as
has been made about the Dcsmodium tortuo~um.
(Mucuna utilis) [Wall]
ha been cultivated at Baton Rou ge and at Audubon Park for
two years. The seeds were obtained from Florida, where it
is cultivated a an ornamen tal plant. It is of ancient origin
and is well known in some countries. In the United States it
is probably not kn ow n outside of very limited regions in the
South. The Florida Experimen t Station publish d an arti l
on the plant in a bulletin issued in 1895, wi'th th e suggestion
that it might be made an important field bean. Chemical analyses were made with the result that showed the velve t bean
to contain for a given we ight compared to the same we igh t of
cow-pea vines, ab:mt one-fourth as much ash, one and one·
half times as much protein, three times as much fat, less than
VELVE'l' BEAN
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PLATE IV.
VE LYJ<:T BEAN ( Mu.mow 111-iliH) [ Wa ll ] , showin g t he leaf and a bnn c ll

of pod s. Abo ut one- lxth natural size.

one-third th e amount of fibre, and one and one-third t imes as
tnuch nitrogen free extract. Therefore if it proves to be of
equal digestibil ity, it will be superior, pound for pou!1d , to
the cow-.pea. No doubt it will surpass the cow-pea in productiveness, as it is one of the most lu xuri a nt growers ever pla nted
~on the st ation grounds. It also produces an enormo us yield
of seedi, but th e seeds mature ~ate in the sea on and are liable
before a ll are matured t o be caught by the early frost. When
Planted in the early spring, the vines soon cover the ground
and make a very dense shade that lasts all su mmer, choking
out all kinds of native grasses, and is proba bly the best t !iing
We can use to fight the almost irrepres ible coco grass, or k not
grass ( Cyperus roilendus).
It should be planted in very early spring if seed is desired,
. but may be planted later if only vines are wanted for hay. It
tnay be cut almost any time after a good growth of vines is
secured and will cure readily, making a good quality of hay.
It ddes out a little quicker than cow-pea ha.yon account of
the stems being somewha t smaller. It is a heavy nitrogen
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gatherer and the tubercles are the largest of any plant that
bas been grown upon the station grounds. Coral-like clusters
-0f tubercles, making a mass as large as a hen's egg, may be
,<Yathered from the roots, and this mass contains about six per
cent. of pure nitrog-en, according· to analyses made by Mr.
Clarke, in 1896. The vines may be cut for hay, which is
,easily cured and which is greatly relished by all kinds of
stock, or turned under with disk plow for improvement of the
·soil.
Before midsummer th e old leaves begin to fall about as
fast as new ones are formed, and the ground becoipes covered
underneath the vine with the dead leaves, which makes a very
excellent manure. The plant has not been thoroughly tried
yet in the field, but exerything seems to indica te that it will
prove to be a very excellent plant. A s the racemes of pods
.are large, the seeds can be gathered very rapidly, but th ey are
difficult to shell fr om the pods. The seeds are mu ch larger
than the cow- pea, and there would be a Jes~ number per bu sh el,
but if th ey are planted from two to three feet apart each way,
it will b ample to make a very heavy mat of vine, and a
bushel will plant more a rea th an a bushel of cow- peas. It is
advisable to plant in rows and cultivate once or tw ice the
same as cow-peas when they are sown in drills.
The agricultural press has g iven consid rable notice to
this pl ant during the last year. Those attempting- to give a
cientific name have given that of .Dolichos nutltijlorns. This,
however, is a mistake, and shoulrl: be corrected a soon as poss ible to avoid confusion. The DoNcltos 11t1tltijlorus i an entirely different plant. In order to settle th e matter of the
scientific name some plants were ent to the Department of .
Agriculture at Washington for determination . The' plant
was examined by Mr. Lyster H. Dewey, assistant botanist,
who kindly gives very fully the results of his examination.
Mr. ,Dewey's letter is here reproduced :

u. s. D•~PARMENT

01'' AGR L Ul.TURE , }

Division of Botany,
Washington , D. C., April 4, 180 .
Prof. W. R. Doclson, Louisiana State U11ii•crsity, l fot9n Rouge, La.:
My D nr Sir- Your lette r of Marc h 27th, requesting furthel' inforn111' tion in regard to the technical nnm es of the velvet benn and the cow-pen,
bns been received.
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80 far as I have been able to determin a from the specimen and the
descriptio ns the velvet ocen is Muemui 11tili~. Wall. The original description of this plttnt was published !11 Wigh t's Iconone Planto.num India~
01·ieat111is, r1ate 280, 1840. '!'he nnme utilis is generally given in re ent
botani cal works of that r egion either 11s ii svuouym of M. 1m11·ie11~ or to
des ignate as a variety the cultivated form of th e plant with velvety pods
free from stinging hairs. This form , even t hough it may be a ra ce of ,lf.
lJruriens developed through long cultivatio n, app ears to have well :lixed
characters In the soft pubescens e of th f) pod and the pherica.I form of
the seeds, by which it may be readily distinguis hed from tb e s pecifi c type.
Furtherm ore, it is especially important fr om au economi ~tundpoint thtit
they' be distinguis hed, eince the stinging hairs on the pod of the s pecie"
would make that form of littl e value as a fornge plant, while th e lack of
the. e hairs on the velvet bean renders this form worthless a a vermifuge .
Both form s occur in India and they are apparentl y distribute d to ii cou slderable exteIJt in the West Indies and the tropics of :::louth Ameri ca.
In looking up the technical name of cow-peas I find that there is
some difference of opinion even nmong the best authors, but the majority
name
a~ree that Vigua caljang aucl V. si1w11,Bis are ynonym_. Th e p ecifle
8111 mtsis heing th e older, the co rrect na.me apco rding to the rul e of nomenclature is Y. sinenaia (L.) End!. Very truly yours,
LYSTER H. DEWEY , A. i tl\nt.
PEA NUTS, PINDARS , GOOBERS

(Aracltis !tojygcea ).

PLA'l'E V.
t 0 PEANUT, PnmAitS (A Mnhis h.11pogwa), bowing a portion of @tem \l'ilh
wers nud fruit. About ,one-sixth natural size.
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Two varieties of pea nuts have been cultivated . The
Virginia pea nut, which spreads on the ground, and the Spanish pea nut, which grows more erect. Both are well adapted
for this State and can be grown with profit eithP.r for market
·or for the forage . Those whp have raised th em for hogs, allowing the hogs to gath er them from the ground, h ave generally been well pleased with th e experimen t. The following
disadvant ages are to be considered in g rowing pea nuts: The
seeds are generally freed from the pod before pl antin g; this
is a tedious job. They have to be planted so as t o' be cultivated and kept free from weeds and grass, as th ey do not cover
the ground sufficien tly with vines to keep down the native
weeds. Then they can not be gathered without considera ble
amount of work per t on of food material, compared with the
.amount of work ordinarily given to a crop that can be cut
with a machine and cured with a couple of days' sunshine.
While the yield is satisfac\o ry and the value to the soil is undoubtedly very great, the a mount of labor involved in saving
a crop is such as to prevent it from becoming very popular at
th e present time for purposes other than forage. Th e Virginia pea nu t is preferabl e for hogs, as they are larger and pro-Ouce a greater yield. The Spanish pea nut 1.s preferabl e for
fqdder making.
In North Louisiana large areas are grown in this plant
which furnishes a most excellent forage for all kinds of stock,
including chickens and children. In harvestin g, the vines
while still green, are pulled up with all adherent nuts and
·cured into hay. This hay is exceeding ly palatable and nutritiou s.
Upon sandy land the process of harvestin g is extremely
·easy, the looseness of soil permittin g the removal of nuts.
Upon loamy or clayey land much difficulty is experienced in
harvestin g the nuts.

( Glycine liispida or Soy hispida) ,
is a native of Asia. It has been cultivated in Eastern countries for centuries, and in J apan is now one of the most important food plants. It has never been very extensively cultivated in this country for table food, but some districts have
SOY BEAN OU SOJA BEAN

I
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cultiva ted it for a hay plant. Most of the experi ment station s
throug hout the United States are giving the plant some attention , and many of them find it a desirab le forage and hay
crop. It seems to be very well adapte d to Louisi ana as far a
the produc tion of hay is concer ned, but it is not sure to mature seed. In '95 and '96 the crop of seeds at Baton Rouge
Was very small, while in '97 there was a heavy crop that matured well, both of early and late plantin g. It mav be that
the seeds plante d this year were differe nt in variety from those
previo usly plante d, as there are said to be a great numbe r of
varieti es in Japan. As ~he seeds were secure d in this countr y
no variety name was given them. Unfort unatel y the reports
are made from places where the seeds are tested with very
little knowl edge as to the varieti es, and the seed compa ny
from which we secure d the seed was unable to give any inforlllation on this subjec t. It is the purpos e of the station to
secure all the varieti es possib le directl y from Japan, and test
their relativ e merits . The term Soy bean is therefo re indefinite, and reports as to its merits will mean nothin g till someone charac terizes the var1 eties that may be met with. It i
Well known that there are numer ous varieti es of the cow-pea,
but when the word cow-pe a is used, 1t means one of the forms
that are in genera l use, like the Clay or the Unkno wn, and if
a diff rent variety is meant it is so design ated. It should be
the same way with the Soy bean. There are possib ly as many
varieti es of one as the other.
One could not assert that a given localit y was not suited
to grow cow-pe as until he bad tried a large numbe r of varieties, and it may be the same with the Soy bean. There may
be varieti es that are peculi arly adapte d to a particu lar climat e
or soil, while anothe r variety may not thrive in the same conditions .

(Melilo ms oj/icinalis).
This is an introdu ced plant, having come from Europe .
It may now be found in many waste places and about old gardens, and quite plentif ul along some of the railroa ds. It is a
very thrifty grower , but unfort unatel y is not a very attract ive
Plant for hay makin g or for forage on accoun t of a medici nal
SWEET CLOVE!~, MELIJ.O T,

principle contained in the tissues of the plant. If soilingonly is desired, it would serve that purpose admirably. There
may be times when one wou16 want a good soiling crop that
w.ould not be eaten readily by stock,. It produces a large
amount of vegetable matter that could be turned under early
in the spring, and would probably be better than a crop of
cow-peas, as there would be more vegetable matter turned
under than in an ordinary crop of cow-peas. It would be a
good crop to cover the land with during th~ winter where it
would otherwise remain bare. Purely as a soiling plant we
believe it worth a good deal.
Melilotus alba is very similar to the above, but has white
ftowers and makes a larger stem, if not too much crowded on
the ground. The same remarks as made of M. o.ffecinalis will
apply with slight modifications to M. alba.
LESPEDEZA,

or JAPAN CLOVER (Lespedeza striata).
I

Lespedeza is a native of Japan, and somewhat resembles
the clover plant, hence the name Japan Clover. It grows very
thick on the ground, and to a height of twelve to fifteen
inches, often higher in rich soil. Very little seems to be known
of its introduction into this country. It became conspicuou
throughout the South in piney woo'1s and in old fields along
public roads soon after the war. It is rapidly spreading as· a
wild plant, and no doubt in a few years it will be foun,d growing without cultiyation in most parts of the State.
It makes excellent grazing and a very fine quality of bay.
The growth is slow in starting in the spring, but later it
grows rapidly and is in condition to be harvested during the
dry season of late summer, when there is generally good
weather for hay making. The hay cures quickly and is easily
handled. The crop is not cut till some of the first seeds hav
matured, and it will then reseed the ground and produce a
good stand the following year without any further attention
of the farmer. In many old fields where the soil has become
too poor to be profitable in corn or cotton, lespedeza will not
only yield a fair return in pasture or hay, but the soil will b
rapidly built up by the nitrogen gathered from the air. Woodland used for pasture would be enhanced in value by scatter-
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PLATE VI.
or .JAPAN Or.ov1rn ( Lf,o/l'pecl a sh·iala ) about one-fourth
natnral size. Plant to ken iu .July.
LR 'PEDEZA ,

ing a few eeds through the woods in the late fall or earl y
spring. While "'.'e find lespedeza g rowini more extensively
on the hill lands, it will g,row well 'o n most all lands in this
.
tate, even in very wet places.
In the botani ca1 gardens at Baton Rouge a low wet place
~h ere the soil remain too wet for cultivation till very late
in the spring, lespedeza has been sown with very ati factory
esults. Some of our best farmers are devoting a part of
t~eir land to les1 edeza as a crop in a long system crop rot a~ion. The amount of hay raised for the market is rapidly
1
ncreasin~, and it finds a ready market at a good price. The

/
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plant should be more extensively cultivated
of tl1e State.
VE'l'CHES-

Sl\'rOO'l'H VETC H

(

1ll

the hill lands

Vicia satt'va).

Thi s is a pl an t of vigorous winter and spring growth ,
making its appearance in September and October, and grow~
ing rap idly all winter and early pring . Cattle will not eat
it readily when good grass can be had, but in t he winter time
when gras is scarce th ey seem to be q~i te fo nd of the smooth
vetch. By th e middle of February a very heavy growth cov-

PLAT1G VU.
SMOOTH VJ<:TCB ( Vioia Bali lla) , nbou t one- f our t h natural size . 8teru
ou th o left ha ~ blossom ; the one on til e rigb t tn e ripened pods.

crs the ground, and in the middle of March it would probably
make a ton and a half of dried \Jay per acre on moderately
goGd land. But as this season of the year is unfavorable for
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hay making the plant can only be used for grazing and greerr ·.'
feeding. The seeds mature in May and will remain on theground all summer and germinate the following fall. Unles
it is grazed off too close it will spread in spite of the most
?bstinate weeds. It is easy to get rid of, however, by plow~ng. In as much as this is purely a winter plant, and we are
in need of something to furnish winter pasture, is is recommended for more extensive trial. It is best sown in well pre-·
Pared land in September or October.
HAIRY VETCH (

Vicia villosa ).

As the name implies, this plant is closely related to the
Preceding, but the leaves and stems are hairy. It produces.
equally as good a growth and at about the same tiine as Vicia
sativa, and the general remarks about the smooth vetch will
h.old good for the hairy vetch. The hairs from the plant aren:ore or less disagreeable in handling the hay, which is a con-sid'eration to its discredit. This plant, sown in '92 at Audubon Park, has escaped cultivation and established itself on
th.e ditch banks, where year after year it appears, growing
luxuriantly . . It therefore might be incorporated with success
~Pon some of our permanent pastures, affording winter grazing to tlie tock. It is highly recommended by Mississippi
station.
WILD VE1l'CH (

Vicia Caroli'niana ).

This plant grows native in Louisiana, coming from seed.
t begins to grow in the early fall and by December has produced enough vine to cover the ground: It continues to grow
d' Winter and matures seed in May, after which the plant .
t~e down and nothing more is seen of them till September or
e early part of October. The vine is very similar to th
~:.0 oth vetch ( Vida sativa) that is cultivated. The hay from
ts Plant is possibly as good as any of the vetches, but it i
~ot of the most desirable quality. The commendable characer Of the vetches is that they grow in the winter time when
lllost hay crops are de<1.d.
Vida leave11wortltii, a wild vetch, distributed by the DePartment of Agriculture. The seeds are said to have come

l

an .

.from Texas, where the plant makes a very luxuriant ~rowth.
The seeds received were not fertile and no plants were secured.
PIGEON PEA (

I

Cajanus .lndi"cu s)

has bee~ cultivated for four year. The plant mak es a very
fine growth, but becomes too woody to be used for fodder,
unless the plants stand very thick on the ground. It grows
off slowly for a couple of months, when it begins a more rapid
growth, and whea sown in the spring will attain a height of
ien or twelve feet before frost. If the plants are two or three
fee~ apart they will attain a height of fifteen or more feet,
and a diameter of four or more inches. As the plant does not
blossom till October or November the seeds can not be matured in the field in the greater part of L ouisiaha. Plants
transplanted to boxes and protect ed from fros t were kept till
they were three years old. It see111s that there is but one possible use for this plant in T,ouisiana. In the extreme southern
portions of the State, where severe frosts are rare, it might
be of service in pasft.tre as furnishing a constant source of
excellent browsing for stock, and at the same time serve as a
nitrogen gatherer to the soil. It is 'a deep rooted plant and
the roots abound with root tubercles formed by th e nitrogen·
gathering bacteria.
A letter from Mr. Lyster H. Dewey, assistant botanist of
the Department of Agriculture at Washington, will explain
the origin and use of the plant in other countries :

u. s. DEl'AR1' MENT

0~' AGRICULTURE, }

Division of Botany,
Washington, D. C., Jan uary 25, 1898.

Prof. W.R. Dodson, Experiment Station, Baton Rouge, La.. :

'

Dear Sir-Your letter of January 7th, contnining further information
1n regard to the yellow-flo we red leguminou s plants, has been received.
l have examined the plant further and find )t to be pigeon pea (Cuja·
nus Jndicus) . It is not known with certainty wllerc this plant is native.
It has long been cultivated in India, where it is second in importance to
the chick pea (Cicer arieti11mn) . According to the Botanical Magazine its
seeds are used for fo od by all classes in India. 'l'hey are commonly
cooked with rice. The wood i used for fuel. The oharcoal is regarded
as especially .fidapted to the manufacture of gun powder aud the yo un gsboots and leaves make excellent forage.
'J.'he plant is widely distributed in cultivation in tllc tropics and is
generally known under the names pigeon pea and doll; the latter proba·
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Ply C()mes from the Indian :name da.l or dal urur. Two varieties are recognizefl in the West fodies. One (C. jlavus) is called the no-eye pea and
the other ( C. bicolor), is call et! tbe Congo pea. The former with yellow
illowers and greenish or brownish pods, agrees with the specimen which
You send . '.rhe Congo pea is a coarser variety with reddish jJowers and
reddish spots on the pod. The two forms are probably horticulturnl varieties of one species.
The plant has been naturalized on No Name Key and adjacent parts
<>f Flo1·!ua, and the people there used the beans for food.
Very truly yours,
L YS'l'ER H. DEWEY, Assistant.
LABLAB t!RAN

(.Dolichos lablab).

PLATE Vlll.

ab LARI.AR BEAN (Dolicllos lab/ab) , showing leaves tlO\l'er
,
otit one-sixth natural Bize.

and fruits,

Probably of rath<;:r ancient cultivation in the East, but
in this country only as an ornamental plant. One va;;ety i~ used in many places for trellis and for covering arbors.
he v1nes look quite a good deal like the garden butter beans,
k

.110wn
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though the seeds are quite different. They are of moderate
size, have a very large seed scar, in color maybe white, brown
or black. The variety with black seeds seems to do the best
here. They produce a very heavy ~rop of vines, ~ut are ai
little slow in starting off, though they continue · to grow till.
stopped by frost or long after all the leaves of cow-peas are
dead. The lablab beans seem to be rust proof for the rusts
that are found here at present. This is a very stron,g point
to be considered in favor of the plant. Considered from the
standpoint of growth I believe it superior to the cow-pea. Its
greatest drawback is that the seeds are not easily gathered.
There are only three or four in a pod apd the pods cling to
the vine w.ith great tenacity. If the seeds were gathered by
band from the plants it would probably cost twice as much to·
gather them as it does cow-pea seed. They are not as readily
shelled out, but this is a small matter. Where seeds are to·
be planted in late summer, I sh0uld say that cow-peas are the
best thing to be planted. When the planting is to beWtlone
in the spring or early summer, the lablab bean is better than
the cow-pea, because it will not drop its leaves in late summer
faster than it produces new ones, and in the course of the
season will produce more vegetable matter and enrich the land
more than the cow-peas. In curing, they hold the leaves
better than cow-pea vines and make just as good hay.
GRAl\l PEA [GREEN]

(Dolichos 11l1t?tgv).

This plant is of ancient cultivation, but is little known
in this country. It grows a good deal like th~ cow-pea, but
is not so much inclined to produce long vines. It grows rapidly and matures quickly, producing a large quantity of seed,
as well as a good yield of hay. The seeds are more easily
collected than tho e of the cow-pea from the fact that they
will mature and remain on the vine perfectly sound till a large
quantity have ripened, then the whole crop can be harvested
and the seeds threshed out. The pods are from two to four
inches long and contain from five to fifteen seeds, of an olive
green color, fiat at both ends. In the number of bushels of
eed, they will probably yield more than the cow-pea, but in
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PLATE IX.
G 1rn1':K GRAM PF.A ( Dolfoho811t 11 nao). one-fourth natuml 3ize, showing
upper portion of stem, with fruit and leaves.

~ay a little less. As a soil restorer, it is probably almost a
good as the cow-pea.
(.DoNc/ios cttltrattts).
. Resemble s .Dolic/ws mungo, but has black seeds, grows a
htt!e less luxuriant ly, but ripenlil its seeds earlier. If the seeds
are Shattered from the pods in harvestin g and are plowed in
about the first of Septembe r, another crop of plants will be
Produced that will make a fair yi ld of hay. Cow-peas can
not be plant d this late with any certainty of gathering a
crop. This would be about the only thing in which it stands
on a par with th e old stand-by, the cow-pea. It is a quick
.~rowth and should be used only where a short crop is desired.
Both the black and the green gram have been more or
less extensive ly cultivated in European countries.
GRAM PEA '(BLACK]

18

PLA'l'E X.
bowing th upp r portion of a stem with
About one-fo11rth nntnral size .

BLA CK GHA)t PEA, .

fruit s (l.nd loav s.

ST. HELENA WTLD Pl'lA

flower~'.

( Pl1aseol11s Jielvolns)

is a legum e of con iderable promise th <l;t was taken from the
wild sta te in St. Helena parish by the director of th e stations
several years ago. It h as been under constant cultivation
since and seems to be a val ua ble addition to our list of forage
and renovating crops. The stem and leaves are not as smooth
a thos'c of the cow-pea, but are fully as large and produce as
mu ch fo liage. The vines grow to considerabl e length and

PLA'l'E XL
howiua th upper
ize.
l>Ort1on of a stem witll fruit nucl leayes, about one-four tll natural
~T. Ib~LENA vVTL]) PEA ( Plinseo /11 8 Ji elro l11s, 1101·) .

have rather short interno des, so that each vine has a large
a~ount of foliage. The seeds are kidney shaped and threeetg hths of an inch long. Th,e seeds being smaller than those
of the cow-p a, it requires less quantit y per acre for plantin g.
It mature s its seeds late in the fall.
As st ated a bov , it grows wild in ome parts of the State
and is therefo re a very hardy plant. When the seeds are allowed to ripen and fall on the ground many of them ~~
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main over winter in a sound condition and germinate the folbwing spring.
The quality of hay seems to be very good indeed, and the
vines cure easily, stock like the hay, and in every other way
it seems to be a valuable plant.
A limited quantity of seeds can· be supplied in small packages from the Station,and it is recommended for trial throughout the, State.
FENUGREEK

(Trigouella famum grCl'cztm).

This plant is cultivated in Europe, where it is used to
mix with food for cattle and horses, and is said to increase
the appetite and improve the appearance of the hair and skin.
It is used as an ingredient of "condition powders." The
plant grows fairly well, and when the stem's are cured bas a
very pleasant odor, but the seeds do not mature. It could '
.h ardly be said to be worthy the attention of the farmer.
OytiBUS poriferus albus.

1

An African fodder plant, distributed by the department
of agriculture for trial, does not promi e to become anything
·.of value here.
BROOM-SCOTCH BROOM ( Geni'sta

scopm·ia.; .

From planting seeds two years, only one plant has been
· secured that promises fair to live. The twigs are said to furnish good winter browsing for sheep. It is more of historical
than of practical interest. The broom i::; the badge of the
Plantagenets adopted by Henry II and borne by the rest of
'his race. Plantagenesta, the name of the plant, giving the
fami1y title of Plantagenets, figured on .the seal of Richard I.
BIRD'SFOO'l' 'fHEFOIL, YELT.OW TrrnFOIL, SWEE'r 'l'H E POIJ. (LofNS

coruiculottts).
This is a small clover-like plant with stems hugging clo,se

. ·to the ground. It does not get tall enough to cut for hay. It
·might uo fairly well for pasture for sheep.
LENTILS

(Lens escitlenta).

This leguminous plant forms an importattt article of food
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and is more or l~ss extensively cultivated in some parts of the
Old World. It is said to be an excellent food for fowls. It
has been planted three years at the Station, with unsatisfac~ory results. It is not likely that it will prove of any value
in this State.
LUPINS.

The following were planted:

LupimtS allrus, L at1'0viola·
L. Oruikaha11kii, L. dunneltii, T. suverbus, L. hm·twegii, L. ere·
lestinus, L. hfrstttns, L . rnbm·, L. luteus, L mntabilis, L. namt8, L .
• .Polyphyllus, L . pubescens elega.ruJ, L. 8'1.Lbconwsns, L. sulphureus, L.
1
t1icolor elegans.
·

-ceus,

All of the above have large stemg and a limited number
·of leaves that dry up, leaving nothing but terns wh en the
Plant is cut for hay. The seeds have to be gathe'red as soon
as ripe, or they will germinate or decay the :first rain that
falls on them. They are of practically no value here for forage,
hay or seed, and can hardly be classed with the attracti ve or1larnental plants.
SAINFOlN ~Onobr'¥chis

sativa)

Used in France as a forage plant; has been grown for
three years with unsatisfactory results. It grows slowly and
th e stems spread so close to the ground that it
could not be
-cut satisfactorily with a machine. It would be choked out
by native gras'bes were it not worked with th e hoe.
HORSE BEAN

(Vicirrfabo).

This i's a plant of ancient cultivation in some parts of
Europe, especially for use a a fodder plant. The stems are
erect, rather large and succulent, terns and leaves both
Stnooth, ~eeds large and flat. This plant is being plant d to
so111e extent in the garcens of the Italian population. It
~ems to do well if plant d in the fall, but not in the spring.
he Plants from the spring planting soon turn black after
the pods are well formed, and a small per cent. of seeds are
lllatured.
It,will doubtless be a valuable winter and early
Sp
,
ring plant.
'
FLAT PEA (Lathyrus sylvestris).
It has not been long since the papers were sounding the
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praises of the flat pea (Latliyrn s sylvestris) as it g rew in Europe, and the very :flattering prospects of its develo pn;ient in
America. It h:is not proved a success in Louisiana . It requires one or two years of careful nursing before it gets a
star t, and then it does not flourish as it is said t o do in the
ot her country. The eeds are still advertised for sale by seedsmeu, but be who buys will be disappoin ted if be expects much
of it.
Latliyrus !tirsutus, planted several years ago at Audubon
Park, has escaped cultivatio n and is now well establishe d on
the ditch banks, where it appears · in great luxurianc e every
year. It comes up in late fall, growing all winter, and fruits
in pring, after which no more is heard of it until the following fall. It promises to become well establishe d througho ut
South L ouisiana, and appears to have decided merit as a forage crop.
FURZE, GORSE (Ulex Europea).
'l'his is a spiny sh rub fr0m Scotland, where it is often
put through a crus hin g process and used for hay. It is also
used in some parts of this country for a hedge plant, but it is
not suited to L ouisiana. Very few plants survive the summer.
MEXICAN CLOVER

( Richardsonia scabra).

This is not a clover, but resembles th e latter in its habits
of grow th . It is a nnual and a native of Mexico, and h a~ become thorough ly naturalize d on the pine land · of East L ouisiana . It comes up like crab grass in th e cul ti vat d fi elds a fter
the crop is harvested or laid by, making its best g rowth late
in th e season. It is of little use as a pasture, but when cut
for h ay often yields one to two ton s per acre. It is usually,
h owever, mi xed with crab grass, and is of a good quality. It
makes a heavy growth during th e fall, and if un cut furni shes
an en llent covering for the ground in winter. It is espec·
ially at home upon light sandy soils.
JACK BEAN, OVERI, OOK BEAN

(Oanavalia gladiata)

pr du ces a very large vine, a lmost shrubby tqward the base,
h as very large pods twelve to fifteen inches long, with seeds
about an in ch long. This plant is said to be held sacred bJ
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the Indians of Jamaica, where they plant it in their gardens.
to protect their crops. While the plant flourishes here it is
hardly probable that it will become important to th e agriculturist. It makes a good ornamental plant for trellis.
Oanavalia ensifm·mis has more of a bushy stem than the
above, the seeds are smaller and white, but are not good for ·
t~ble use. This plant has been sent to the Statioq several
tunes for identification. It is not likely that it will become ·
valuable. The stems are too large and woody for hay, and
the seeds are too hard for stock feed and are not good for table
use.

Crotolaria juncea) .
.
A plant cultivated primarily for th e fibre of its bark. It
is a native of Asia. In India it is cultivated for forage. It
tnakes an excellent growth in Louisiana. The leaves are
Stnall and when dried constitute a small part of the weight of
the plant. It will probably never have very much claim for
cultivation for forage or hay in Loui iana, and experimen ts
~t Audubon Park would indicate that it is in this State a poor
bre plant, a fact greatly to be regretted since it i a legumin.ous crop, and might have supplied fibre and oil fertility
sunultane6usly . It should be sown very thick to prevent the
~ 1
n s from hranching.
SUNN HEMP (

I

SUPPLEM.EN TAQY NOTES.

h
TH E cow-PEA, Dolicltos siue11sis,
fas been fully treated in bulletin No. 40 of this Station, and '
or that rea on this important leguminous plant will receivenotice
h ere in
· a su pplementary way. W e wish
·
·
th
on ly t o give
e results of further investigation as to the variability of socalled
· ·
T he subject
·
· ·
· t he
b
varieties.
of vanehes
i· d'iscu se d m
t'Ull etin above referred to, in pages 1446-1450. Special observac10118 have been made on the variability of a few forms, where
are Was taken to preserve all the seed ariatiorl . These,
Particul
· · were select' d because they were pro l'fi
b
ar vanehes
i c
earer and the color of the seed would make it easy to detect

any variation in this character. The, variations were much
more rapid and decided than was anticipated , as will be seeu
from the following:
Tlie Clwcolate €ow-Pea was the :first selected. The seed
of this variety are brown over about one-half the surface,
while the remaining portion is white. The brown always
surrounds the eye of the seed and extends over the end next
tbe outer end of tbe pod, when the seed is in its natural position.
In looking over a quantity of seeds some were found that
had more brown than white on the surface, while others had
more white. These were pla'nted to themselves and carefully
cultivated and harvested. In examining the product of this
harvest from the se~ds with a maximum of brown, some seeds
were found that were almost entirely brown. In the seeds
from the planting of eeds with a maximum of white sowe
seeds were found that were almost white save a small browrt
eye. A majority of the product from each plot were nearer
the ordinary type of the regular stock. The seeds showing
a maximum of white were again separated, as were also those
showing a maximum of brown, and planj.ed the next year.
From this planting the variations seemed intensifie(a nd every
stage between a white seed with a small brown eye and a seed
entirely brown could be selected. Such a selection was made
and placed on a card and photograph ed, and is here reproduced in the first line at th top of the page in Plate XII·
Beginning at the left side of the page and going toward the
right it will be seen that the amount of brown increases till
there is nothing but brown on the surface of the seed.
It is highly probable that in a few years one may be able
to entirely eliminate th e brown eye, if careful selection is
continued. On the other hand, the brown seed can doubt less
be made fairly permanent, at least as permanent as any of the
recognized varieties when the stock has been maintained for
a number of years by eliminating all seeds that do not represent the pure brown color. Again, it is very highly probable
that any other seed here represented might be made to become
fairly constant.
T!te second line of seeds i"u Plate XII was secured frotrl
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the harvest from planting seeds' about like the fourth, -fifth
and sixth seeds in the line above. The seeds shown toward
th e center of the second row also have a tendency to assume
a flatter form with a greater circumference. In fact they look
very unlike th e ordinary chocolat e pea, and maypossiblyform
a new and distin ct variety, as th ey are quite different from
any known to th e writer. That is, th ey would be as much
entitled to the name of variety as many others.
G1·een Collai·d Cow-Pea, shown in the third row fro m the
top in Plate XII, presents every shade from a dirty-white to
a blue-black. Unfortunately the con trast does not show as.
nicely in th e photograph as it does to the eye. The normal
seed of this variety is a dirty-white with dark stipple-like dots,
1giving it a darker color about the eye. It was noticed that
some of these seeds were a little darker than others, and some
of the darkest ones were selected for a separate planting. As
a result from th is harvest some seeds were obtained that were
considerably darker than the ones planted, while others were
not as dark, the majority returning to the ordinary color oi
.
th
e normal seed.
. Again th e darker seed were selected for a second planting, and th e seeds selected for the photographs are from this
crop. Every shade from a dirty-white seed with a darker eye
to that of the blue- black seed is present. The shades of color
do not seem to have the same value on the photographic plate
t~at they do t o the eye, but by noting the contrast of the portion about the eye it can be traced to the vanishing- point
~Ward the left end of th e row with moderate satisfaction.
he black seed at th e extreme right is different from any of
~h e ordinary black peas. No doubt it may become constant
~ this character if carefully selected for a number of years.
· he same may be said of any other grade produced, so tnat
?ne might say any seed h r represented might be developed
into a fairly constant form.
Th e Saddle Back Cote· Pea has a seed coat of red and white.
l
to be as constant in its characters as most any of the
seems
t
other forms. However, one occasionally finds a seed with
lll<llre brown than white or more white than brown. A few
such seeds were selected and planted by themselves and the

-product harvested. A selection from the first year of such
planting is represented in the fourth lin~ from the top in Plate
XII, excluding the last three seeds in the line. Passing to
the right it w.ill be seen that the amount of white surface
diminishes, till:in the last one there is a mere speck of white
-on one side. Judging from the results already gi ven this seed
will soon give r-ise to some that will lose the white entirely.
On the other hand, we may be abl e to obtain a white seed
with a red eye.
The last three seeds in the fourth row, Plate XII, show
the Extra Early Brown Eye and the Black, and a cross be·
- tw~en th e two. The middle seed being the cross. It is a
blue granite color.
Variations in shape of seeds are quite marked when seeds
.are selected that have deviated somewhat from the normal
form. The fifth line in Plate XII shows th e results obtained
from uch a selection. These are seeds of th e Green Collard,
chiefly elected from th e seeds that were inclined to become
much darker than th.e normal type.
The last row in Pl ate XII was selected from the Coffee
Cow-Pea. The same metP.od of selection and preservation as
described for th~ Chocolate was observed in this case. It will
be seen that the result is very much the same as that obtained
from the Chocolate.
The variabl e nature of the st em h as been treated in bul·
letin No. 40, an d it will receive no further consideration h ere.
It will readil v be seen that many of the connecting links
between ome ot the varietie will reappear under favorable
-condition , and we can readily understand h ow many of the
varieties may possibly have been originated by someon e who
carefully selected the seeds with the idea of producing that
variety.
Notwithstanding the e facts the seed mus t be an impor·
tant character in describing any ariety, for the color and
hape of the seeds is less variable than other ch aracters. The
obser vations here given simply show that i't is not a difficult
matter to produce striking variations in the character of the
seeds, and that a definite and precise classification of th e dif·
ferent kinds of cow-peas is impossible. There are probably
only a few kinds that have become well enough establish ed to
rank as true varieties, but some of the :fluctuating forms maJ
ome time become (ully establish ed.
\

'

FORAGE PLANTS, EXCLUSIVE OF .GRASSES .4-ND
LEGUMES.
AH'l'rcHOKE,

Helianthus tuberosus.

The ground artichoke has been cultivated here for several
Years: It is very well adapted to this climate, and makes an
excellent crop for bogs. The plants are cultivated like corn,
a~d the hogs are allowed to gather the crop. The artichoke
W~ll not make as many bushels of tubers to the acre . -as the
Irish and sweet potato, and it is doubtful if the food value is
as great as either.
BURNET,

Potei·ium offici,nale,

a native of England, cultivated in Europe and Eastern United
States for :flavoring soups, dressings and salads. It is also
Used as a forage crop, but is not very well suited for the
PUrpose. It grows well here, but the seeds are not easily
&'ertninated.
BUCKWHEAT,

Fagopyrum esculentum.

lJ . B.uckwheat is commonly cultivated in many parts of the
nited States. It is no.t thoroughly adapted to Louisiana,
but Will produce a moderate amount of green forage in a very
~hort time if sown in th e early fall or spring. Sometimes it
0
es not mature seeds well here.
CASSA v A,

Manihot aipi,

I

~native of the tropics, where it is cultivated for its long
eshy roots. The uncooked roots taste very much like those
e sweet potato, but after they are cooked the resemblance
~s no longer noticeable. Some people like them for table use,
tut it is not probable that they will be generalf y used for
able consumption. The roots are very rich in starch and
:~gar and make excellent food for stock after the animals cull~ate a taste for them. It qas been our experience that cattle
1
"' 11 not eat the roots if they can g'et anything else.
As the

Of 'th

.
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sweet potato will yield as much per acre as the cassava, we
consider it preferable, for the same purposes that the cassava
roots would be used. From the cassava is gotten the Tapioca
pf commerce.
Iris pabu!aria. - This is a plant used for fodder, said to
withstand a very dry climate and make a good quality of hay.
The seeds are not easily germinated, and the plant does not
do well here.
MADDER (Rubia tinctoria)
has been cultivated from seeds for two ;years. When it is cut
in blossom it is said to make .a good hay. The roots yield a
red dye. Very little can be said in recommendati on as a farm
crop. It is hard to g-et a good stand, the stems are large and
the leaves small, and the hay is not very attractive. The
dye made from the roots is not in demand enough to warrant
it culture for the roots.

( Brassica campestris),
which resembles the cabbage, but does not form a head, is
cultivated in the North for winter grazing. It has been
planted for several years at Baton Rouge with very gratify·
ing results. If sown in September or early October it soon
produces a heavy crop of leaves that ~fford good grazing, or
they may be cut and fed, and if the stems are not cut below
the bud, a new crop of leaves will be produced. It furnishes
a supply of food material in the green form at a time of year
that such feed is very scarce with most farmers. It is cer·
tainly worthy of trial as a winter crop.
RAP

(Polyganum sachaliueuse)
was obtained from the California Experiment Station. It is
a member of the dock family, and multiplies rather rapidly
by sending off side shoots which take root and send up new
stems. It was thought that this plant would become a valu·
able fodder vlant. It does not make the luxuriant growth
here that is sa'id to be characteristic of it in the West, al·
though it has been on rather rich soil. It has been grown
here for three years. It is perfectly hardy and puts up a vig·
orous tender growth in the early summer, but seems to stop
SACH;ALINE
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its growth almost entirely by midsummer . After the tender
shoots are produced in the spring they rapidly become woody
'and hard and undesirable for feeding purposes. It would
·~eem that sachaline has no special features to recommend it
1
n Louisiana. So far as tested it does not make a hay that is
~ttractive to stock, and they will not eat it green when grass
Is to be had.
SALT BUSH

(Atrijlex semi"-baccatzem).

The seeds for a small plot of this plant" were obtained

from the California Experimen t .Station in 1895, and have

been grown on the experiment grounds at Baton Rouge for
three years. It is beini' used in the West for reclaiming the
alkaline lands, where few plants will grow. This plant seems
to have become a favorite in alkaline districts, where it is
Said to reduce the alkalinity till other agricultura l plants will
thrive on the previously barren soil.· It makes a good hay
~nd furnishes good grazing. It makes a good growth in this
tate on soil that is not strongly alkaline, but as it is not
lllore desirable than some of the common plants already in
~e here, it is not recommend ed for general use as a plant to
cultivated on the farm.
SUNFLOWER

(I-Ieliantlms ammus).

A number of v~rieties do well here, but for a heavy yield
of seeds or stems none surpass the Large•Russian. The seeds
are good- food for horses and reputed to be especially good for
Poultry. The leaves are eaten green by cows and horses and
~ake a fair quality of forage. The stems are too large for
Odder. The seeds are sometimes ground and pressed into
·Cak
l'k cs and sold for feeding purposes. The seeds are planted
rhe corn ex ept that they are drilled thicker in the rows.
ey require about the same cultivation as corn. Two crop
~au be harvested each year. They will yield from 30 to 50
Ushels per acre.
r . It would probably be to the intere t of every farmer to
aise
enoug-h sunflower seed for poultry feed, but we do not
r
econunend an extensive crop of it.
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SPURRY

(Spergula arvensis)

is recommended by seedsmen as a desirable plant, fur~ishing
.goodgrazing,especially forsbeep,and when cut,yielding a good
quality of bay. It has been tried at Baton Rouge all seasons
of the year, with unsatisfactory results. It . produces a very
·quick growth and a moderate yield, but stock do not seetn to
be fond of it. When it is planted in the fall it grows rapidly
for a few weeks and begins to make seed, and is killed by
light frost. The stems are weak and the plant falls .over on
the ground, and could not be cut well with a machin,e. If
there were not plenty of other plants that make such heavy
yields Iiere, spurry might be cultivated to advantage. :
There is only one instance when this plant could be rec·
ommended for cultivation in Louisiana, and that is when one
has land that might lie waiting for a month after plowing
with nothing on it. If spurry is sown it will give a crop in
a month from the time of sowing, and if one has cultivated
the land and expects to let it He, a crop of spurry would more
than pay for the seed.
'I'ARWEED

(kfadia sativa).

The natives of Chili are said to have cultivated this plant
before t}l.e discovery of America. They extracted an oil from
the seeds, and the cultivation was chiefly for this purpose. It
is now cultivated to some extent in this c0untry and in Europe, where the oil is expressed, from the seeds and the residue
made into cakes and fed to cattle. It is similar to cottonseed
cake. It is also claitµed that the green plants furnish ex~el
lent grazing for sheep. The plant does fairly well here, but
it is . ha~ly probable that it will ever become a paying crop.

ECONOMIC PLANTS EXCLUSIVE OF HAY
AND FORAGE.

BENE

(Sesamum orientate)

has been cultivated for several years with good results. The
seeds of tliis plant yield
oil of commercial value. The
ie·a ves· possess medicinal properties. It is easily grown and a
very heavy crop of seed .i s produced.

an

' BORAGE

(B~rago ojficinali"s),

a very rough hairy plant, with large clusters of blue :Bowers..
Which render it quite ornamental . The leaves are sometimes
Used to make a cooling drink called "Cool Tankard," which
is said to be refreshing. The plant grows well on.ly during
the cool weather and should be planted in the fall or early·
spring, preferably in the fall.
CANNAIG:H.E ,

or

TANNER'S DOCK

( Rttme.x lzyme11osepa lus ) ,

a plant now being cultivated in the Western States f~r the
Production of tannin. It is rapidly becoming an article of
considerabl e commercial importance . The plant does moderately well here. The quality of the roots, measured by the
quantity of tannin contained, has not been determined . It is
v:ry propable that this plant will never become ~f commercial value in this State, our climate being entirely too humid.
CASTOR OIL PLANT, CASTOR BEAN

( Rici11us co11mnmz"s).

During the last few years quite a number of letters have
been received making inquiry about this plant and its cultivation in Louisiana. It is grown more or less extensively in
the central United States for commercial purposes, but in th
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South it is only an ornamental plant. Several varieties grown
at Baton Rouge have given a good yield of well developed
seeds, ripening from July to October. At present the.re is no
market for the crop without shipment to very. distant points.
There is a tendency to develop excessive foliage at the expense
of a heavy crop of seeds, and whether or not it would be profitable is still a question.

cerifolimn ),
an umbellifer, common in Eastern gardens, used 'as a salad
and for flavoring meats and dressing. Seeds have been planted
for three years, but no plants ha've been brought to maturity·
CHERVIL ( Scandix

CMcori'um i'ntybus),
a perennial of the composite family, native of Great Britain
and ~ow grows wild over most of Europe and the Eastern
United States. In many localities it has become a weed that
is not easily eradicated. It thrives in Louisiana but there is.
little probabi.lity of it becoming desirable. The' blanched
leaves are used for salad, 'though not extensively .
The green leaves make a fairly good pot herb. The chief
value of the plant is in its roots, which are dried and baked
and used for mixing with coffee. Many claim that it it11·
parts an agreeable •and desirable flavor to the coffee. The
best qualities are said to come from Belgium and Holland,
where it is extensively cultivated. It is not yet extensively
cultivated in the United States, but the industry is receivitt~
some attention and may become important. We believe
Louisiana would produce an excellent quality of chicory and
give large yields per acre.
CHICORY (

I

DANDELION (

Taraxz'cnm dens leonts),

a common weed of the Northern States, the leaves of whicb
are cooked for a pot herb. The roots yield an extract which
is officially used as a diuretic and aperient. It is supposed to
act especially upon the liver. By some the roots are used
with coffee the same as chicory. It grows well here wnes:l
cultivated, but will not likely become a weed, as the native
grasses and weeds crowd it out during the summer.
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SALSIFY, OYSTER PLANT (Trag·opogon parrifolius),
a biennial cultivated for the fleshy roots, which are shaped
like a carrot, but are smalle;:_: When properly prepared the
roots have the flavor of baked oysters, hence the name of tlte
plant. It is also said to contain a principle which promotes.
digestion. It grows well and is easily obtained from seed. It
should be planted ip. rich soil in the fall of the year. Plant
in rows a few inches apart in the rows, and the rows far
enough apart to allow cultivation.
POPPY (Papaver ).
Several varieties. So far the attempts to grow poppies·
have not been attended with success. They may be growrl
with a moderate degree of satisfaction for the flower gardetl
but not for commercial purposes, even if labor was cheaP
enough to compete with the opl.um-produc ing countries.
I

( Martyuia proboscidia, Jlllartynia crauiola·
ria, M. lutea ) ,
have all been cultivated very successfully. They are used for·
making pickles. The pods are gathered' when small and pre·
served as are cucumbers. The chief object in cultivating
them is for class illustration of the interesting adaptation for
the dissemination of the seeds.
PROBOSCIS PLANT

Urtica. nivea)
is a very important fibre plant, or promise~ to become impor··
tant. It finds a congenial home in Louisiana. The fibre·
produced is of arr excellent quality. A report on the culture·
of this plant and the possibilities of its importance has beet1
set forth in a previous publication by the Director. Whel1·
machines have been perfected for decorticating, ramie grow~
ing may become an important industry in Louisiana.
RAMIE (

RAMPION

(

Carnpauula rapunculus),

I

a native of England, where it is commonly cultivated for its·
running white roots. Efforts to cultivate it here have not
been successful. It invariably dies as the hot weather of
summer approaches.
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lt:F!UBARB-PIE PLANT

(Rheum comjactum, R. jalmatum).

t' The ~tation has frequently received inquiries from par·
~s who have come to Louisiana from the North, asking if
r Ubarb or pie plant would grow in this State. We have tried
Persistently
·
th
to grow it but have not succeeded. The stems of
e leaves are used for makino- pies and sauce, and the roots
f Ur .
·
. '
nish an important drug. "'
TEA PLAN'l' (7 hea viridt's),
lrorn
h
·
h
· made, grows fairly
·
.
w ic the tea of commerce 1s
wel 1

ln Louisiana.

Plants have been in the botanical gardans or

~everal years, are not at all injured by our winters, .and pro·
Uce a f,l;ood growth of leaves. Under proper care they would

r:~bably produce a good quality of tea. The· lack . of cheap

or .n~ essary to gather and cure the tea, the absence of
and skilled management preve.nts the develop·
c ent of the tea industry in this country. A bulletin bas re·
i ently been issued by the Department of Agriculture of Wash·
;:ton, setting forth the possibilities of this industry, but
lit e~her capital will be induced to make the experiment of
e ~king American tet, remains to be seen. To those inter·
C~led the publications from Washington. Department of A~ri·
ture are probably available.
elt

lll Perienced

TEASEL

(Dijsriczes fullonum).

~biennial plant of the teasel family. The flowers grow

in

th CJhndrical heads from two to six inches in length and from
Se ree-quarters to two inches in diameter. The :fiowerets are
an~arated by large scales which are recµrved near the apex,
ni ta.per to a sharp point which becomes hard and tough .at
fu~:urity, affording a comb which is very serviceable to the
"a er. It is said to serve better than any mechanical contri·
th~ce for bringing up nap in the dressing of broadcloth. For·
18
e"' Purpose it is cultivated in European countries. It grows
.
co"-Cellentl
h
Y h ere, producmg
a great abundance of fine large
ni

s.
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ENDl~E (

C/ii'corium endivt'a).

This plant is probably a native of the Mediterranean
country, but has of recent years grown in popularity in other·
countries. In some parts of the United States it has been a
favorite' for many years. The "broad leaved," the "green
curle~" and the "white curled" have been tried. None were
very satisfactory, though with great care and attention a 2"0od
,plant may be obtained from any.

(Stipa tenacissima),
which is grown in the Mediterranea~ country for making-rope, does not do well here.
ESPARTO GRASS

FLAX ( Linwm

usitatissimttm),

from the fibre of which linen is made, is grown as a market
crop in many parts of the United States. The plant does.
very well here and could possibly be cultivated successfully for
. the market. Access to market being remote and a proper understanding of methods of culture and handling not being
Understood by our farmers, it will probably not be introduced .
Unless greater inducements are o:fferea for its culture.
I

ICE PLANT

(Mesembryantlzemu.m crystalli1mm),

cultivated mostly as a curiosity. The leaves appear frosty in
the sunshine. It is sometimes cooked as a salad. The burned
ash of the plant gives an alkali used in glass making. It
tnakes a good start from the seed, but dies before the ummer
has far advanced. Probably in a dryer soil it would do better.
JUTE (

Corchoms capsulc:n's) and (_C. olitariies).

Is now extensively cultivated in Southern and Western
Asia and Northern Africa. It is of ancient origin as a cultivated plant. The fibre is used in the manufacture of a great
~nany textiles and in the adulteration of hemp and silk. It
18
also used in the manufactur~ of many sundry articles. The
Pulp of the leaf possesses medicinal properties. The fibre is
an article of considerable commercial importance, and as it
thrives in Louisiana it may sometime be cultivated on a comniercial scale, with good profits. See results of trial as fabrie
Plants at Audubon Park, Bulletin No. -.

